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Proposed titels from Kristina:

Proposal
from

Research on inter-connected hidden heritage themes along the Danube and their potential for artistic interventions and touristic development
Review on hidden heritage themes and hidden heritage-related processes along the Danube
Research on hidden heritage as drivers for cultural and development policies
Hidden heritage beyond tourism and conservation - research on hidden heritage as resource for cultural, social and economic innovation

subject
shipping on the Danube
Historic shipparade in 1937 by reconstruting the first steamboat
"Maria Anna" to Linz
A
Collision of the imperial yacht "Adler" in the Strudengau - the Emperor
couple is on board
A
Princess Elisabeth as bride to be on the Danube to her marriage to
Vienna
A
The turbulant funeral of the heir to the Austrian throne: Franz
Ferdinand
A
First mentioned fatal ship accident in Strudengau: 926, Freisinger
Bishop Dracolfus drowned in the torrential floods
A
historical ship construction and their different use (roman ships,
"Tschaiken", Zillen" steamboats, eg.)
A
"Treppelweg" - bath along the Danube to draw ships upstream - and
the transportation techniques
A
Bridges - the ways above the Danube

location
country
Ships with cultural significance
Vienna-Linz

A

Strudengau
Regensburg
- Wien

A
A

Arnstetten

A

condition

umbrella term

intangible,
historical narrative
intangible,
historical narrative
intangible,
historical narrative
intangible,
historical narrative
intangible,
historical narrative

Strudengau
A
along the
river course
reconstructions
along the
river course
bicycle trails
Bridges and their social/cultural importance

A

Nibelungenbridge in the post-war period

Linz

A

conserved

bridge

A

Railway bridge Linz

Linz

A

destructed

bridge

A

Reichsbrücke Imperial Bridge Vienna

Wien

A

destructed

bridge

A

Danube Bridge(s) around Enns /Mauthausen - examples for the
progression of bridge constructions during 500 years

A

Trajan's Bridge

A

Anghel Saligny bridge
Truss bridge Mautern (Cars)
Truss bridge Krems (Trains)
Most SNP
Esztergom, Bridge
New Europe Bridge – Vidin–Calafat

A
A
A
A
A

Mauthausen

Cernavoda
Krems/Mautern
Krems
Bratislava
Esztergom
Vidin–Calafat

The Danube bridge = former Friendship bridge Ruse-Giurgiu
Ruse-Giurgiu
historical industrial architecture - symbols for porsperity of the Danube region
Nuclear power plant Zwentendorf
A
Zwentendorf
BG

hist. Topics

era/cent.

key phrase

social history

19-20

see subject

social history

1854

see subject

social history

1854

see subject

social history

1914

see subject

social history

10

see subject

social history

see subject

social history

see subject

occupation; social history,
architecture - National
Socialism
20
architectural history
architectural history
social history

A

destructed

bridge

RO

destructed

bridge

architectural history
social history
architectural history
roman history

RO
A
A
SK
H
BG / RO

destructed

bridge

architectural history

19/20

Built during the period of th national socialism, the bridge divided the sovjet and
the american administered part of Upper Austria
One of the rare and listed iron bridges of the 19th century, it was demolished
2016

19-20

1976 the bridge collapsed, killing one person

16-20

the first on on this site was the fourth Danube bridge in the Duchy of Austria,
damadged in every flood, and caused to the changing water course the bridge
was replaced by different ferries up to the 19th century.

1

105 AD first bridge to be built over the lower Danube, only the entrance pillars
are now visible

19

Listed in the National Register of Historic Monuments, the truss bridge creates
an unique ensemble with the new Cernavodă Bridge complex next to it.

20

one of the only two bridges connecting Romania and Bulgaria. Strategic
impoortance for the Eastern Bloc (inauguration 1954), Generator of national
economy, EU - still part of ist strategic infrastructure.

BG / RO

conserved

bridge

architecture, society
history

A

conserved

architecture

economic + social history 20

Former Port of Linz
Former Port of Lobau

Linz
Lobau/Wien

A
A

destructed

port
port

economic history

A

A

Wool-spinning factory

Linz /Upper Austria

A

destructed

architecture

social + economic history 18-20

A

? 19

The never started up atomic power station.
example for tho former ports, nowadays replaced beause ot the extensions of
the cities and the present logistic requirements. >

It was the first textile factory in Austria in the early times of the industrial age,
employing 1791 around 49000 workers mostly in domestic industry

Proposal
from

subject

location

A

Tabacco factory Hainburg

umbrella term

hist. Topics

Hainburg /Lower AustriaA

conserved

architecture

economic + social history 18-20

A

Ship mill Orth/Donau (example for mills along the course of the
Danube)

Orth/Donau

A

reproduction

architecture

economic + social history 12-20

A

The Rennaissance Granery Obermühl

Obermühl

A

conserved

architecture

economic + social history 17

Ship mills are the oldest mills and were already known to the Romans in the 4th
century BC. They have been used on the Danube since the 12th century on.
example for the economic strenght of the trade on the Danube, For installation
of the Danube power station the two lower floors of the granary were filled, the
upper floors today are just more visible.

A

shipyard and crafts enterprise for the historical ships called "Zillen",

Freizell

A

crafts enterprise

toursim

tourism

21

example for the specialization of handcrafts due to the living conditions near the
Danube

architecture

economic + social +
tequnique history,

18/19

In older descriptions of the Donaureae, the huge wooden racks at the mouth of
the river Great Mills is often mentioned, which caught the wooden blows from
the Bohemian Forest to ship them on the Danube to Vienna.

economic

20

The shabby surroundings, below the main city Boulevard, sidelined from the
passersby by greenery, parking and barracks, hides the concrete structure of
the cooling device, the only remaining part of the first power plant in Novi Sad.
The first power plant enabled in 1932 the work of the cement factory ( one of
the largest in Europe) It was at the time part of the longest transmission line
across the Danube 575 meters long

social +economic history
political history

from 10th

toll Gates as source for storytelling events: Friedrich II "Barbarrossa" caused the
foirst historical major fires passing Mauthausen with his Crusadors.

14-19

Wooden racks for wood glut in Untermühl

First power plant in Novi Sad
tollgates - Junctions for trade and communication

SRB

Untermühl

Novi Sad

A

SRB

destructed

destructed

era/cent.

key phrase

condition

A

country

A

Mauthausen a important toll gate and junction for Charges an taxes,
cultural exchange like the passage of Crusadors, Emperers...

Mauthausen

A

A

Blocking the Danube with chains for example in Neuhaus

Neuhaus

A

destructed

social +economic history
political history

A

Custums regulation of Raffelstetten

Raffelstetten

A

transcription of the 13th cent.
historical document

economic + social history 10

economic + social history 12

tangible/intangible

economic + social history

tangible

economic

nature

nature

DE

Black Tower - the strongest tower of the old Stone Bridge

Regensburg

DE

destructed-fundamental
walls exist underground tangible/intangible

SRB

Golubac Fortress

Golubac

SRB

reconstructed

Apatin

SRB

Struden,

A

Untermühl

A

nature

Wörth

A

nature

Linz

A

destructed

village

social + economic history
National Socialism
20

Krems/Mautern
Orsova

A
SRB / RO

conserved

nature

prehistory

Fish factory Apatin
The Danube and it's transformation
Transformed landscapes - river training straightening of bays, risky sections in the Strudengau
A
Resettled villages because of the construction of river power stations
for example Untermühl
A
The last existing Island in the Strudengau Wörth /St. Nikola and ist
importance as natural reserve
A

SRB

A

A
A

D

The vanished village St. Peter/Zizlau - and construction of the
voestalpine industrial complex
The Hundsheimer island - and Hundsheim as eponym for a extinced
rhino species Kazan Canyon / Orzowa / LOCK Djerdap 1 / Đerdap national park
The seepage of the Danube near Möhringen

Möhringen

D

Kritzendorf

A

transformed

Set up in the former Minorite monastery end the building is a reference to the
great many of vanished industrial buildings

In historical sources from the 14th to the 19th century, the Danube was
repeatedly struck by chains of impressive dimensions.
An early example for the history of trade in the Danube Region of the Middle
Age, the goods and the merchants.
the medieval Stone Bridge of Regensburg , one of the frist bridges crossing the
Danube, ist part of the UNESCO World. H. The tower was destroyed in the
Napoleonic war and it's remains are burried in the ground.
impressive fortification downhill into the Danube, tumultuous history passing
between Turks, Bulgarians, Hungarians, Serbs, and Austrians, until 1867, when it
was turned over to the Serbians
( in the Middle of the Danube) near the three border point (Croatia, Hungary,
Serbia) is extraordinary archictural building

20

nature

natural phenomenon-

leisure facility

social history

rhino: 1,2 Mio.
bis 450.000

Example for one of a few islands still existing in this Danube section, and
Hundsheim as eponym for a extinced rhino species the Danube drains completely over 165 days a year and all the water from the
source of the Danube flows over the Aachtopf and the Lake Constance to the
Rhine and finally into the North Sea

The discovery of the Danube for recreation
A

First open air bath along the Danube Kritzendorf

conserved

19/20

Establisehd around 1880, the bath was one oft he first open air swimming and
recreation centers in Austria with its heyday in the 1920ies and 30ies.

Proposal
from
A
A
A
A

subject

location

Roman bathing-house
Drobeta Turnu Severin / Smile Club
Silistra / Interesting River-Side Hotel area
Fetesti / Club and small river arm

Haibach/
Danube
Drobeta Turnu Severin
Slistra
Fetesti

Park of the Heroes of the National Revival and the Pantheon of the
Heroes of the National Revival
BG
Personalities

Ruse

country

A
RO
BG
RO

BG

condition

umbrella term

partially conserved

conserved

recreation /
Panthenon

hist. Topics
archeology
roman history; Limes
social history

era/cent.

key phrase

3

These relatively small and well-arranged bathing buildings meet all the basic
requirements of the Roman bathing culture and are ideal for presentation and
mediation

history

"All Saints" multireligious Cemetery for famous Bulgarians , the church was
destroyed (but restored 2012) for a Pantheon (architecture like the Vienna
Secession) from 1978 for the heroes ot the nation liberation struggle,
Honorary member of the Revolutionary Committee in Bucharest (RO), for years
he was materially supporting the Bulgarian revolutionaries and emigrants, the
houes is called the most bautiful hauose in Ruse, with the imput of materials
from all over the world (1900)

BG

Andrea Turio - Vienna house

Ruse

BG

conserved

architecture

politics

20

BG

Elias Canetti - Elias Avram Canetti‘s grandfather house

Ruse

BG

conserved

architecture

literature

19

BG

The cration of a Jules Pascin house

Vidin

BG

demolished

architecture

Painter

19

Scientist

19

jewish + social history
National Socialism

19/20

Albert Einstein
Ulm
DE
Hidden Original Locations of Joseph Haydn in the region Neusiedler See – Haydn Land and Haydn
A Routes
Migration, Creation, Expulsion

DE

partially conserved

Nobel laureate for literature, the house built by the grandfather of Elias c. ist
useg for informal artisitc eventsby the international Canetti society.
expressionist painter, little known that he was born in bulgaria, as he lived an
worked in Paris until his suicide at the age of 45. example for jewish cultural
exchange an migration - east to west
Einstein was first married to Mileva Marić from Novi Sad. The house was
destroyed in a bomb attack in 1944, the archaeologists have now released a part
of the cellar

A

architecture
A

Synagogue jewish community Linz

Linz

A

destructed

BG

Synagogue jewish community Vidin

Vidin

BG

partially conserved

A

Synagogues jewish communities Vienna

Vienna

A

destructed

architecture

19/20

example for the prosperity of the jewish communities in the Habsburg Monarchy
at the end of the 19th century, and his unfortuned history.
bulgarias second largest synagoge, 1900: around 2000 jews, the commitment to
restore the monument should turn the buliding to becom a cultural center with
multi functional purpose.

19/21

examples for the prosperity of the jewish communities in the Habsburg
Monarchy, at the end of the 19th century, and his unfortuned history.

architecture

jewish + social history
National Socialism
jewish history
National Socialism
social history

architecture

cultural and social history,
history
19/20

heyday von Viennese culture aroung 1900 refers especially to the development
of modernism in the Austrian capital and its effect on the spheres of philosophy,
literature, music, art, design and architecture.

A

The spirit of "Wiener Moderne"

A

Celtic settlements arround Linz (Kürnerg, Freinberg, Gründberg)
barbarian migration in Upper Austria- roots of the population
(Bulgarians, Slavs,Bavarians )

Vienna
Linz and it's
surrounding
Linz and it's
surrounding

archaeological excavation Lepenski Vir
Esztergom Bazilika
Neolith Finding in Donja Branjevina

Lepenski Vir
SRB
Bazilika
H
Donja Branjevina, OdzaciSRB

SRB

XIX century photographic collection
The Armenian Church

Novi Sad
Novi Sad

SRB
SRB

conserved but not
musicological processed photography
architecture
destroyed

tangible
tangible

19
18

SRB

Civic Hall

Novi Sad

SRB

destroyed

architecture

tangible

19

Novi Sad

SRB

destroyed

tangible

19

build 1871, eclectic stile, demolished 1892 with the official reasons are listed
police an sanitation report
a theater built 1892-95 in a courtyard of a hotel, destroyed by fire 1928, neo
rennaissance style

3-5

Limes Upper Austria

A

A
H
SRB

SRB

Dundjerski Theatre
Military defense

SRB

A

Roman fort Oberranna

Oberranna

A

immaterial

A

village

A

A

partially conserved

architecture

archeology
archeology, cultural
history

Areas with a concentration of various cultural historical period

400-700

Exampel tor the Danube region as

economic + social history 7000 BC

archeology

partially conserved

400 BC

7000 BC

archeology
defensive architecture roman history, LImes
social history

archeological neolith site, femal figure Statuette of 38 centimeters

not musicological precessed collection with historical records of the
region/history of photography of the region.

Proposal
from
A

A

BG
BG

subject

location

country

condition

umbrella term

Tower fortification ring around Linz (archduke Maximilian)
specially the tow towers at the Danube banks

Linz

A

partially conserved

military history
defensive architecture architectural history

hist. Topics

era/cent.

key phrase

19

example for fortification project allready obsolet when it was finished because of
the progress in waponery. Still visible in the cityscape but neglected.

Iron Curtain Memorial Devin
Hitler bunker under the main square of Linz
City of Vukovar
Београдска тврђава/Fortress of Belgrade

Devin
Linz
Vukovar
Belgrade

SK
A
HR
SRB

Political history
destructed (iron curtain) memorial architecture + social history
architecture
Nationl Socialism
partially conserved
damaged town, still holes in the walls of building Balkan War
architecture
conserved

Baba Vida Fortress
The Krastata Kazarma

Vidin
Vidin

BG
BG

conserved
conserved

architecture
architecture

19

Cirkulane

SLO

conserved

architecture

12

Regional museum complex in a cross shaped army barrack from 1801.
12th century castle with exceptional strategic position above the Drafa which
was an important waterway an dtransport rout to the danube. German
transitional concentration camp during WW2

Lom

BG

under escavation

archeology

4

ancient, lat antiquity and medieval fortress,

Borl Castle (Ankenstein)
LIMES and Roman + Celtic + Thracian settlements / necropolis
Almus fortress
BG

SLO

20
20

Roman town Ulpia Oescus

Gigen

BG

archeology

2

DE

Heuneburg - Bronze Age Settlement - Celtic City

Herbertigen

DE

archeology

400 BC

Regensburg

DE

conserved

archeology

1

Pecs

HU
A

conserved

archeology
archeology

Svishtov

BG

conserved

architecture

Roman fort Abusina
The Early Christian Necropolis of Pécs (Sopianae) - Cemetery Chapel
and the Painted Double Tomb in Apáca Street.
HU
Austrian Limes along the Danube
A
Religious objects
BG

The Church of the Holy Trinity

Church St. Peter and surrounding area with different cemeteries
Regensburg
DE
Shore-Sites: special Shore Configuration or Qualities which can be interesting for Artists + as an AIR Site
A
Distributary River Melk
Melk
A
A
Anabranch Rührsdorf
Wachau
A
A
Anabranch Loiben
Wachau
A
A
Danube Channel Vienna (Donaukanal)
Vienna
A
A
Original Danube River Path
Dunasziget Area
H
A
Campsite + Harbour Éden
Near Süttö
H
A
Visegrád + Danube-Knee
Visegrad – Budapest
H
A
White Islands between Mohac and Apatin
Mohac and Apatin
H / SRB
A
Zemun Island
Belgrade
SRB
A
Naselje Obljaga Mare + the entrance of the Kazan Canyon
Donji Milanovac
SRB
A
Đerdap national park
Donji Milanovac – TurnuSRB
Severin
/ RO
A
Silistra / Interesting River-Side Hotel area
Silistra
BG
A
Danube–Black Sea Canal / Canalul Dunăre – Marea Neagră
Cernavodă (Danube) - Poarta
RO Albă
A
Mila 23
Tulcea
RO
A
Sulina
Tulcea
RO
Sfântu Gheorghe
A
Tulcea
RO

Boatman street in Almaš quarter
Novi Sad
SRB
Museum / Art Space / Possible Institution for art-activities and exhibitons / Potential Partners
A
Monastery Melk
Melk
A
Kunstmeile Krems + ARGE Donauländer
A
Krems / NiederösterreichA
SRB

Among the major towns of the Roman province Moesia Inferior., similar to the
other ancient towns as the roman Nove, part of the bulgarian Limes
oldest named place in Germany, the archeological sitz is currently presented
with an museum in a 2 km distance
Starting point fot the Danube as fluent limes , best excaveted roman fort in
Southern Germany

Unesco world heritage since 2000

19
tangible/intangible

DE

hidden national socialism architecture in the "City of the leader"

It is the most visited tourist attraction in Belgrade
The best preserved medieval bulgarian fortress, one of the strongest castles in
the Balkans, museum, tourist attraction, open air-venue

BG

DE

commemoration of the hundreds of death persons an impressive memorial >
example for the seperating aspect of the river, as a part of the Iron curtain.

19

A 19th century bulgarian Orthodox Church , one of the finest examles ot late
Bulgarian national Revival church architecture. Projekt: Interactive app
the park covers a area where a Roman settlement and 5 different cemiteries
were situated, Johannes Kepler was buried there, During WW1 and WW2 the
area was used for bunkers

Interesting infrastructure, shore, Boat and SUP rental
second perspective

50 km long danube-island before Budapest

intangible

social - boatmen street

Former exhibition partner „Points of Passage“ / big interest in cont. Art projects

Boatmanş street was originally called Swamp street due to characteristics of the
terrain of marshland. It was then inhabited by the boatmen, the people who
were in charge of work on the scaffolding and the pontoon bridge on the
Danube, which connected Novi Sad and Petrovaradin. Unique street consists of
several one storey houses diverse in character.

Proposal
from

subject
location
country
A
Kulturfabrik Hainburg
Hainburg
A
A
Danubiana Meulensteen Art Museum
Bratislava
SK
A
Belgrade Cont. art museum on Save & Danube -Zemun Island
Belgrade
SRB
A
Research Station for Contemporary Art Perpetuum Mobile
Belgrade
SRB
A
Elias Canetti Foundation
Ruse
BG
Point of a special RIVER-feature or a special -behavior
(Such as outstanding power plants (Dams), old & new harbours, ferrys and permanent doked ships)
A
Cable ferry (Rollfähre) Spitz
Wachau
A
Cable ferry (Rollfähre) Weissenkirchen
A
Wachau
A
Firepolice harbour Krems
A
Krems
A
Old shipyard in Korneuburg
A
Korneuburg
A
Cable ferry (Rollfähre) Klosterneuburg
A
Vienna
A
A
Lobau Oil-Habour
Vienna
A
A
Jarovecké Rameno
Bratislava
SK
A
Vodné Dielo Gabcíkovo
Gabcíkovo
SK
Hydro power plant Gabčíkovo
A
Gabcíkovo
SK
A
Old Harbour of Komarno
Komarno
SK
A
Esztergom, Harbour & Bridge
Esztergom
H
A
BOTEL
Dunaföldvar
H
A
Shipwrecks, Ships and harbour in the city-center of Baja
Baja
H
A
Marina Appatin
Appatin
SRB
A
Novi Sad harbour & bay area
Novi Sad
SRB
A
SAVE-River Doking and Harbour situation in Belgrade
Belgrade
SRB
A
Dokovi kod Ade Ciganlije
Belgrade
SRB
Motor ferry Ram
A
Ram
SRB
A
Harbour of Orsova
Orsova
RO
Hydro power plant Đerdap 1 + Đerdap 2
A
Orsova / Drobeta Turnu RO
Severin
/ SRB
A
Baikal Habour Area + Modern Architecture
Baikal
BG
A
Ruse harbour and Marina
Ruse
BG
A
Braila - Interesting ships-doks and wateside buildings
Braila
RO
A
Tulcea – Interesting ships-doks and wateside buildings
Tulcea
RO

A.I.R. Spot - Can be "Upgraded" by presents of artist on site through their activities / Good
Prohaska place for artists and their work

Proposals from the artist Rainer Prohaska
partner and associated partner proposals

The document is released under a Creative Commons CC-BY SA 3.0 license.

A Austria
DE Germany
H Hungary
SLO Slovenia
RO Romania
BG Bulgaria
SK Slowakia
SRB Serbia

condition

umbrella term

hist. Topics

era/cent.

key phrase

http://www.perpetuummobile.rs/en/contact/

Allready an art-space / showing a work of "Olafur Eliasson"

former performance space of "donaufestival"
space of various performance projects
Big but hidden & abandoned house-boat side arm of danube / perfect for residencie infrastructur
Hidden and mindblowing cannal / Amazing architecture / Boats traveling 15m abouve the „Pusta“

Swimming ship as a former space for electro-parties
modern, infrastructur

The entrance City to the big Danube-Delta and the facilities for trips into the delta

conserved
destructed
partially conserved
reproduction

